
For total inspection, expediting and management systems implementation and 

auditing solutions, a FREE copy of  our brochure or a no-obligation quote, call now 

on 0161 660 8656 (within UK) or  +1 (404) 462 5729 (from North America)! *

Europa House, Barcroft Street, Bury, Greater Manchester BL9 5BT, UK, Tel: +44 (0)161 660 8656, www.turnerandcoates.com, Email: info@turnerandcoates.com

* Calls on our dedicated North American number can be made until 12 noon EST

IT’S finally arrived... Freedom
Day here in the UK was Monday
19th July, marking the official 
end of over a year of COVID-19
restrictions.

Obviously, this is hugely welcome

news for everybody connected with

Turner & Coates. It means that we

can now finally resume with physical

inspections at sites located anywhere

in England, whilst keeping our full

suite of remote services available 

to our clients across the globe.

In addition to this, the devolved

administrations in Scotland, Wales

and Northern Ireland are currently

formulating their own policies 

regarding the wearing of PPE

equipment on industrial sites, 

and we will be keeping you fully

informed of any updates that could

affect visits to your business,

through our normal channels.

As far as non-UK visits are concerned,

these are also beginning to pick up

pace. We have recently undertaken

physical visits in Austria, Brazil,

China, Germany, Hungary, India

and Poland through our network of

locally-based inspectors, and hope

to add more countries back to our

own ‘green’ list very soon.

As of 23rd July, quarantine-free,

unrestricted business travel from

the UK is permitted to Bulgaria, 

Israel, Singapore, Australia, New

Zealand, Iceland, Hong Kong,

Croatia and Japan, but, as we all

know, the COVID-19 situation 

remains fluid worldwide, with nations

being added to and removed from

the UK’s safe-travel list by our 

Government at regular intervals.

With this in mind, we will of course

keep you in the loop regarding any

potential changes to our physical

service package.

Normal service is resumed to 
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Spelling it out: Monday 19th July 2021 marked the end of COVID-19 restrictions here in England,

with devolved governments across the UK’s other nations setting their own policies with regard to 

the mandatory wearing of PPE equipment at industrial sites, and to domestic and international travel.

Keeping all of our
engineers on the
same page

Promoting industry best practice
across all engineering sectors, 
is something that’s continually
driven Turner & Coates since 
our foundation way back in 1880.

Ensuring that the most up-to-date,

accurate and consistent information

and standards get out to our global

network of inspection engineers, 

is vital to preserving and enhancing

the excellence of our day-to-day

operations. 

Which is why we have launched a 

new, in-house

publication

dedicated to

keeping all of

our engineers

on the same

page.

Simply entitled

‘The Bulletin’,

this regular,

one-page newsletter was rolled out

last month with a full focus on the

correct installation and torque

application of nuts and bolts, to

achieve full fastener strength and

avoid short bolting and, ultimately,

thread stripping.

Issue 2 of ‘The Bulletin’ - to be

published later this month - is

dedicated to the proper use of tape

measures and related devices.

Call +44 (0)161 660 8656 for more information and for details of our COVID-19 protocol!


